HUGEL GENTIL
The perfect introduction to the wines of Alsace. Revived by
the Hugel family in 1993 after a gap of almost 70 years, Hugel
Gentil has rapidly won over countless new fans who were
previously unfamiliar with the charm of the dry, aromatic,
food-friendly wines of Alsace.
Vintage after vintage, the quality, value and versatility of
Hugel Gentil have earned it rave reviews from the world’s most
respected wine critics.
Historically, Gentil was an “alliance of noble grapes” from
a specific terroir. Hugel Gentil perpetuates this tradition by
maintaining a consistent style, yet staying true to the character
of each vintage.
More than 50% of the grapes are from the 4 “noble” varieties :
Riesling for elegance and minerality, Pinot Gris for body,
Gewurztraminer for its aromatics, and Muscat for a touch of
fruit. Crisp and light Sylvaner provides a refreshing elegance
to a wine that can be enjoyed on its own, or accompany a wide
variety of convivial food from all over the globe.

HUGEL JUBILEE
Created in 1989 to celebrate the Hugel family’s 350th anniversary, Jubilee wines are made only in the finest vintages and
are the ultimate expression in dry, gastronomic terroir wines.
They are sourced solely from the family’s oldest vineyard
estates in Riquewihr: Riesling from the heart of the Grand
Cru Schoenenbourg (marl and clay), Gewurztraminer from
the best sections of Grand Cru Sporen (clay), Pinot Noir from
the chalky Pflostig vineyard and Pinot Gris from a combination of both Sporen and Pflostig. All Hugel Jubilee wines can
be confidently aged for many years, gaining added depth and
complexity as they reveal their full potential. These wines are
the Hugel family’s uncompromising interpretation of Alsace
Grand Cru wines at their very best.

LATE-HARVEST VENDANGE TARDIVE and
SELECTION DE GRAINS NOBLES WINES
As the pioneers of late-harvest wines in Alsace, the Hugel
family was asked to draft some strict new legislation to govern
their method of production, and which finally became French
Law in 1984. Well accepted because, although strict, it is fair
and easy to understand, this legislation has confirmed the
worldwide reputation of Alsace late-harvest wines, and has
become a fitting memorial to the late Jean “Johnny” Hugel
(1924-2009), 11th generation of the family, who fought so hard
to create it.

The HUGEL family is confident that in the 21st Century Alsace wines will regain the reputation they enjoyed
when the family business was founded in 1639. At that time, they were the most highly-valued wines in Europe...
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Classic ‘Hugel’ wines are made from grapes exclusively
hand picked, purchased from winegrowers under long term
contracts, in the most favoured localities around Riquewihr.
True to Alsace character these wines mirror the characteristic
of each varietal and vintage.

Etienne, Jean-Philippe & Marc Hugel
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Tradition - Wines produced for the Tradition range have a stricter
selection of grapes both by origin and maturity, which enhances
depth and personality. These wines are made only from the 4
‘noble’ grape varieties, enhancing their potential to age.

Hugel & Fils, founded in 1639 in picturesque Riquewihr,
Alsace, France, is still 100% family owned and managed by the
12th consecutive generation of the family.
The family owns a 70 acre estate of prime sites in Riquewihr,
mostly classed Grand Cru, and buys grapes from a further 300
acres farmed under contract. The Hugel estates are planted
with only the noble Alsace grape varieties, with vines averaging
35 years of age.
View over Riquewihr

Hugel production averages 110,000 cases per year, of which
around 90% is exported to more than 100 countries worldwide,
where “Alsace” is often synonymous with “Hugel”.
Vines have been cultivated in Alsace for more than 2,000
years and have brought great prosperity to the region. The
second driest wine region in France, Alsace has a unique
climate that enables the grapes to ripen slowly, giving dry,
aromatic wines with great finesse and unequalled intensity :
a perfect match for most Western and Asian cuisine.
Hugel wines, with their distinctive yellow labels, express the
pure varietal character of Gewurztraminer, Riesling, Pinot
Gris, Muscat and Pinot Blanc, all of which have no “make-up”
from oaking or sweetening.
The Hugel family pioneered late-harvest Alsace wines,
Vendange Tardive and Sélection de Grains Nobles and drafted
the law that governs their production.
Born out of respect for these special wines and a determination to guarantee quality and authenticity, the law is the
strictest in force in any of the French AOC wine regions.

The Hugel cellars, under fine XVIth century buildings in the
heart of medieval Riquewihr, contain large oak barrels which
are more than one century old, including the famous “S.
Caterine” cask, dated 1715, named the world’s oldest working
cask by the Guinness Book of Records.
The Hugel family are members of the Primum Familiae
Vini - an exclusive association of some of the world’s most
prestigious wine dynasties - which promotes the values of
family wine producers.

Leaders in innovation
Always pioneering in their approach, Hugel embarked on
a project to select a new closure to overcome the growing
problem of ‘cork taint’, and after years of intensive research
DIAM corks were introduced to help eradicate this problem.
This new technology eliminates all TCA, the substance that
causes ‘cork taint’, without interfering with the quality of the
wine. DIAM corks also guarantee bottle consistency and allow
the wine to develop as it would with a perfect natural cork.
Hugel vineyard

Jubilee varietals come exclusively from the finest vineyards in
the ‘Hugel’ estate and are made only in the very best vintages.
These wines are powerful, although still dry, and require an
extensive period of aging in bottle to reach their full potential.
Vendange Tardive - The late harvest wines are a great
specialty of the Hugel family. Produced from grapes which
have overripened on the vine, the action of ‘noble rot’ gives
almost unlimited aging potential. Made only in the finest years.

